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FROM DISCREET CHAPEL TO GOTHIC
OSTENTATION: DEVELOPMENTS IN
19TH CENTURY UNITARIAN
ARCHITECTURE AS A PARADIGM FOR
THE PROBLEMATIC NATURE OF
ELIZABETH GASKELL'S FICTION.
Peter Stiles
Conservatism and Radicalism as Binary Opposites
The fictional works of Mrs. Elizabeth Gaskell exhibit the problematic
co-existence of an adherence to mid-Victorian bourgeois social values
constantly being undercut by a latent radicalism. 1 While the ovcrl tenor
of the texts supports a deliberate identification with the economically
and intellectually successful , predominantly Unitarian social milieu to
which she belonged in Manchester, the graphic portrayal of social
injustice in novels like Mary Barton, Ruth, and North and South,
confirms an equally strong desire to highlight the shortcomings of
English society in general, inclusive of the daily concerns of her often
hypocritical mill-owning Manchester connections? While the nature of
the texts suggests, through didactic authorial commentary and parables
of conventional Christian reconciliation, 3 a desire to conform to the
prevailing moral conventions of her time, the sheer force of the
sustained, graphic depiction of human misery subverts any attempt at
trite theological solutions.
The paradoxe inhe rent in Victorian attitudes to religious duty are
effectively expressed throughout her work.4 Even though E ngels and
Elizabeth GaskeiJ both witnessed the appalling conditions created by
widespread ociaJ di placement stemming from industrialisation, their
differing conclusions highlight the difficulty of arriving at a satisfactory
Christian position on social inequality. 5 While the dynamic of new
testament biblical injunctions for sacrificial service to others drove
many into the plethora of worthwhile Christian societies in existence,
for some Pauline theology could just as easily be identified with the
maintenance of the status quo. The conflict between establishment
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values and aspirations and any unbridled attempt to identify and deal
with social injustice was difficult to resolve.

Paradigm of Unitarian Ecclesiastical Architecture
This dichotomy in Elizabeth Gaskell's fiction finds an interesting
parallel in the development of Unitarian ecclesiastical architecture
immediately preceding and throughout her lifetime. Just as the works
of Mrs. Gaskell struggle to resolve the tension created by an
acceptance of the value of middle-class aspirations and the need to
address the disturbing plight of the working classes, changes in
Unitarian ecclesiastical architecture indicated a similar tension. There
was a marked transition from the discreet chapels of the marginalised
Unitarian congregations of the late eighteenth century to the
ostentatious Gothic edifices of the mid-nineteenth century. This
contrast was no more evident than in the north of England, where, in
keeping with their new-found social respectability and confidence,
some of the wealthiest Unitarian congregations were able to allow
significant expenditure on the construction of new churches. While
Manchester was the setting for some of the best examples of civic
architecture built under the influence of Pugin and Ruskin, some of the
outstanding churches of the Gothic revival were also built there. Many
of these churches were erected for Unitarian congregations. The
prominent Unitarian architect, Thomas Worthington, a member of
William Gaskell's Cross Street Chapel congregation, was the architect
for several such churches (e.g. Brookfield Unitarian Church, Morton
Unitarian Church). 6
Mrs. Gaskell could not help but be aware of this transition. Her
correspondence indicates that she and William knew the Worthingtons
and she had read and attended lectures by Ruskin on architecture. 7 He,
of course, was largely responsible for the enthusiastic manner in which
the Gothic style was embraced at this time in England. She had
witnessed at first hand the contrasting styles of ecclesiastical
architecture adopted by Unitarian congregations. While many of the
prominent Gothic Unitarian churches in the north of England were not
built until after her death, some noteable exceptions were (Hope
Street, Liverpool, 1849; Mill Hill, Leeds, 1847; Upper Brook Street,
Manchester, 1839, recognised as the first nco-Gothic nonconformist
chapel). She must have been acutely conscious of the contrast these
churches bore to the chapel (probably based on her early church life in
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Knutsford) 8 that is referred to in Ruth.
The chapel was up a narrow street, or rather cul-de-sac, close
by. It stood on the outskirts of the town, almost in fields. It
was built about the time of Matthew and Philip Henry, when
the Dissenters were afraid of attracting attention or
observation, and hid their places of worship in obscure and
out-of-the-way parts of the towns in which they were built.
Accordingly, it often happened, as in the present case, that the
buildings immediately surrounding, as well as the chapels
themselves, looked as if they carried you back to a period of a
hundred and fifty years ago. The chapel had a picturesque and
old-world look, for luckily the congregation had been too poor
to rebuild it, or new face it in George the Third's time. The
staircases which led to the galleries were outside, at each end
of the building, and the irregular roof and worn stone steps
looked grey and stained by time and weather ... The interior
of the building was plain and simple as plain and simple could
be.9
The inherent tension of conservatism and radicalism evident in
Elizabeth Gaskell's fiction can be examined through the historically
adjacent paradigm of ecclesiastical architecture. Having established a
close correspondence between the author and the prevailing influences
within architectural development (especially those relevant to
Unitarianism) observations regarding such architecture can illuminate
aspects of Elizabeth Gaskell's more subliminal interlacing of the
contradictions embodied in her fictional material.
In addition, while examples exist in fiction where architecture
becomes a conscious focus of the text (e.g. Hardy's Jude the
Obscure), 10 in Mrs. Gaskell's work some consciousness (the example
from Ruth) needs to be complemented by an historical understanding
of her awareness of the developments in Gothic architecture. Although
Gothic architecture is not referred to in Mary Barton, for example, it
is suggested by its absence in opposition to the dreadful slum dwellings
so vividly described within the text. Its inferred presence completes the
landscape of social disparity.
At the end of the eighteenth century, English Unitadani m, partly
because of its support ror the French Revolution, was marginalised in
English society. Along with other nonconformists, Unitarians did not
have the security or opportunities of their fellow countrymen. Joseph
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Priestley was forced to flee to America and many Unitarian clergy
look their degrees in Scotland because they were prohibited from
doing so in England. William Gaskell, for example, graduated from
Glasgow University. 11 Along with this, the more liberal theological
position adopted by many Unitarians led to a concern for social
improvement. Unitarianism became a major movement in the
widespread Victorian commitment to philanthropic endeavour.
By the mid-nineteenth century, as the result of a series of
parliamentary reforms, Unitarianism had become socially respectable,
and its continued dependence on rationalism attracted the educated
and successful. The Gaskells' own church (Cross Street Chapel,
Manchester) was the outstanding example. 12 But even in this era of
social buoyancy for nonconformists, mid-Victorian Unitarians remained
aware of the injustice inflicted on their immediate predecessors. The
tension between alertness to injustice and acceptance of plenty was
maintained.
In view of the particular theological disposition of Unitarianism, a
shift from the more restrained architectural forms of previous
centuries, to a willing involvement in the Gothic revival, raises
significant questions. Commentators did note the apparent incongruity
of any nonconformist adopting a form of architecture espoused by the
Ecdesiologists. Reference was made in Parliament to the Quaker
background of Alfred Waterhouse, the architect for the Manchester
Assize Courts (1859). 13 For Unitarians were in company with several
nonconformist denominations in embracing the Gothic form . A good
example is Mansfield College, the Congregationalist college m
Oxford. 14
But while Unitarians were swept along by the same degree of
political emancipation enjoyed by other dissenting traditions, it would
have been inconsistent with their much espoused pursuit of 'truth' and
'liberty', and their desire for intellectual integrity, for them to have
embraced a style of architecture so markedly divergent in emphasis as
the Gothic. Even accepting the possibility that social comfort fosters
complacency, the antithetical nature of such architecture and Unitarian
tenets of faith is still stark. The detailed, elaborate forms of Gothic
architecture would appear to be more suited to the rituals of AngloCatholicism than to a denomination which sought to cut through any
hindering reliance on tradition. The plain truth of scripture could only
be discovered, it was thought by Unitarians, if the doctrinal accretions
of previous centuries were dispensed with. The Gothic revival
indicated a re-assertion of many of the values that Unitarianism had
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struggled to overcome.
This form of architecture accentuated the Unitarian acceptance of
opulence. The sense of height and upward movement inherent in the
Gothic lines conveyed a confidence (both spiritual and temporal)
normally reserved previously for the established church. It inferred a
prosperity and permanence that was so much in contrast to the tenuous
link with life experienced by the working-class masses in Manchester.
The detail in design suggested a preoccupation with reflection and
introspection at odds with the frequently expressed pragmatism and
progressivism of Unitarianism.

Gothic Architecture, Rural Landscapes and the Need for
Aesthetic Satisfaction
This difficulty can best be explained by examining the social context in
which Gothic architecture made its greatest appeal to Unitarianism. It
is generally true that the northern industrial cities of England were at
the forefront of adopting this style. 15 There clearly was an unconscious,
only occasionally articulated need for some reference point for
aesthetic satisfaction in an otherwise depressing environment. Gothic
architecture appeared to provide that.
For influential Unitarians in Manchester this may have been a very
acute need. Many were involved, in a proprietorial or managerial
capacity, with the development of aesthetically arid industrial
complexes (e.g. cotton mills). Others, such as William and Elizabeth
Gaskell, made sustained efforts to alleviate human suffering, thus
spending considerable periods of time in slum areas (such as those so
vividly recorded in Mary Barton). Their efforts in both fields, equally
attributable to the Unitarian espousal of human progress and
philanthropy, called forth a need for the personally nourishing qualities
of some aesthetic realm. This was provided, in part, by beautiful
architecture. Theological precepts directed against the perpetuation of
many traditional practices are overriden in this social context by the
thirst for satisfying forms (such as the Gothic form) in an otherwise
engulfing industrial vortex.
University of Glasgow
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